The 1990s Chilika Lagoon fishery collapse

The Chilika Lagoon of the southern Mahanadi delta provides ecosystem services for ~800,000 people, underpinning regional food and livelihood securities. These socio-economic factors and dynamic biophysical processes (e.g. freshwater influx, sediment loading, aquatic vegetation growth) contribute to the interannual variability of Chilika’s fish catch levels.

Three breakpoints divide the last 60-yrs of fishery production into distinct regimes (fig.1). A tipping point occurred in 1990, collapsing fishery production until 2001, reaching values less than the 95% confidence limit of the previous 40-yrs. The abrupt decline critically affected various aspects of the fishery system, including export levels, fisher income, and seasonal migration rates away from the Chilika region, producing a legacy of uncertainty regarding the future persistence of the fishery.

Evidence of social-ecological hysteresis

Hysteresis is observed by comparing the response of Chilika’s fish capture rates to changing magnitudes of ecological stress (fig.3). The threshold driving the transition from high to collapsed catch states corresponds to a stress factor (SF) >50; the hysteretic reversal occurs at SF >36.

Saliently for lagoon management, hysteresis means that ecorestoration efforts must reverse system conditions back past the point of collapse, raising questions regarding the potential duration of future collapse lock-ins, and the socio-economic and ecological costs of remediation efforts.

An initial ecological ‘safe operating space’

Identifying a ‘safe space’ within which the lagoon has historically persisted provides insights for the avoidance of future collapses (fig.4). Vegetation coverages >300km and salinity <6ppt form a ‘danger zone’. To date, vegetation coverages >410km and salinity >11ppt all equate to collapsed fishery state, forming a known historical ‘danger zone’. To date, vegetation coverages <300km and salinity >11ppt form a ‘safe space’. However, continued intensification of socio-economic processes may evolve the boundaries of these zones, causing fishery collapse at healthier lagoon conditions.

Key social and biophysical stresses

Various processes are blamed for the 1990s collapse. Strengthening socio-economic settings increased both fish demand and catchability, leading to the overexploitation of species during the 1970/80s. Prawn culture, choking of the tidal outlet and increasingly variable freshwater influxes all contributed to lagoon freshening, degrading the habitat quality of Chilika for commercial brackish species. Consequently, freshwater vegetation infestation blocked fishing grounds and routes. The effect of ecorestoration substantiates these driver-response relationships, as catch rates shifted to an all-time high post 2001 (fig.1).

Current and future modelling

The results discussed here are currently informing a system dynamics model, aiming to project future safe spaces for Chilika bounded by critical levels of key socio-ecological stresses. A fair level of historical coherence is currently achieved, but further parameterisation is needed to model the more emergent catchment dynamics (e.g. sediment influx, various socio-economic feedbacks). It is hoped that the field visit to Odisha in February 2016 will greatly aid model construction.
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